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About the activities of making Ci? around Nomura Koen????
?? Poets in the Tempo Era??
ChuHui CHEN
?Nomura Koen is a poet known for much “Ci” writing in the Edo period, a form that was very rare at the time. 
His disciples, including Tomono Kashyu and Kusakabe Mukou, also produced a lot of Ci works. One might sug-
gest that together they form a literary group of Ci writing. This stands as an important phenomenon in the history 
of the reception and influence of Ci in the Edo period. This paper aims to analyze the social interactions incorpo-
rated into the process of producing the Ci works by the aforementioned authors, which were concentrated in the 
Tenpo Era. They wrote 20-30 pieces of Ci per year in the 1830s. The participants in these literary activities are 
connected with Shoheiko (a school run by Edo bakufu). Many of these social/literary events were organized by 
KUSAKABE Mukou. They took place at Mukou’s residence or at a separate establishment and began with a 
party. Afterwards, participants would study and write Ci together. To write Ci, they would take the Ci of Southern 
Sung as a model. For example, Koen and Kashyu have a work with the same title (“Nanpu”) and theme (spring 
water) as Wang YiSong, a Southern Sung poet. Their activities were organized at specific times. Nomura Koen 
was the leader of the literary group and Kusakabe Mukou spread the Ci writing. Ci was prevalent around 
Shoheiko and included even more people than we expected.
